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2 . 
INTRODUCTION 
The earliest forms of literature which we possess are in 
verse. But in the ages since the dawn of literary effort the poets 
have written much notable prose. It is an interesting fact that to 
some poets have ~een granted exceptional power in the writing of 
prose. It is the aim in this thesis to deal with the prose of s.ix 
English poets: Geoffrey Chaucer, John Milton, William. Wordsworth , 
Walter Scott , Robert Southey , and Matthew Arnold. 
Consideration is given to the historical and social environment 
of each poet as a necessary preliminary to a proper understanding 
of the prose. 'With this background the motives of' the poets ma.y be 
partially analyzed in a search after the truths which they strive to 
present in their prose . For their prose is a direct result, for the 
most part, of reactions to contemporary conditions. 
Each in his way "saw life clearly and saw it whole . 11 Each was · 
interested in politics, social life, government, in every fact which 
had a bearing on the lives of men . All fought for freedom of life 
and expression with little concern for conservative opponents. They 
found a medium in prose to express their views on environmental con-
ditions of local and national life. In their prose the ideal becomes 
the practical, the spiritual becomes the real. The greatest force 
in their v~iting is in their expression of individual personality . 
It is with a sense of personal appreciation this work has been 
undertaken . Nothing can be added to the worth of the prose of these 
men but something is ever to be gained from a closer touch with the 
result of their efforts in the field of prose as well as of verse . 
With this idea in mind it is en inevitable conclusion that the 
understanding of the one litere.ry form is impossible without also 
an understanding of the other. 
I . 
4. 
1. Chaucer 
In England the Fourteenth Century saw the culmina,tion of that 
spirit of chivalry which, in its dry recorda, is still capable of 
filling the imagination with pictures of brilliant tourne .. ments 
and stately royal progresses. In the words of Mandeville, "In 
our time it may be spoken more truly than of old, that virtue is 
gone, the church is under foot, the clergy is in error, the devil 
reigneth, and Simony beareth sway." Chaucer, in one of his numer-
ous comments adds: 
"Alas, alas now may men wepe and crye, 
For in our days is nought but covetyse, 
Doubleness, treason, and envye, 
Poyson, mansla.ughter, murder in sundry wyse." 
The rebellion of 1381 was one of the signs of the times . It 
resulted from a tax of the previous year, a..nd began with the murder 
of the royal collector (a man of the Commons who represented the 
aristocracy above him) by Wat the Tyler (a man of the laboring 
ranks), and it did not end until all Essex and Kent a..nd Suffolk 
a.nd Uorfolk had been involved in the wildest confusion, their pal-
aces sacked, their towns besieged, th~ir prisons destroyed, their 
hospitals burned, and their aristocracy massacred in large numbers . 
The end came, and it was followed by the legal execution of hun-
dreds of those who had vainly risen to gain the freedom which, 
since the hour when the yeomen of England won the victory of 
Cressy, it had been the dream of their children one day to secure . 
The immediate result of this confusion was the deposing of Richard 
II and the securing of the throne to a grandson of Edward III; 
and son of .Tohn of Gaunt, the friend of the poet, Chaucer. 
It was about 1380 that .Tohn Wyclif also inaugurated his re -
form work , and after his tracts and the poor preachers who carried 
them circulated through the length and breadth of the land the 
• 
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people saw that the church was grasping a.nd that those who 
shoul d have been the promoters of purity and humility were often 
a s corr upt and as proud as they appeared on the pages of Piers 
t he Plouglunan and of Chaucer. The masses had been dorl11C!..nt under 
the preaching of the pari sh priests, but they awoke at the call 
of the "poor parson of a town. 11 
University learning had grown so contemptible that "Oxford 
Latin 11 became a proverbial expression, signif ying an unmee.ning 
jargon. The sciences were unknown, of course, though the heavens 
were methodically set off into twelve parts, called "houses" or 
"mansi ons," and medicine was practiced with confidence, but on 
superstitious end empiric principles. 
If there was spiritual corruption under the magnificence of 
the hieral"chy, there was no less truly personal unclee,nness benea,th 
the liveries of the servants, the robes of the squires, and the 
glittering costumes of the higher orders. Conveniences were few, 
and soap appears to have been used for washing clothes only, though 
the garments of the poorer classes were seldom submitted to the 
process. The use of perfumes to counteract the effects of a want 
of personal neatness seems to be a relic of such times as this. 
Erasmus ascribed the plague and other diseases in England to the 
uncleanness of the ways, and the almost inconceivable foulness of 
the houses, in which much refuse might easily accumulate beneath 
the rushes that served in the place of carpets. 
The ordinary diet of the people was not of the best, nor is 
it probable that it was well-cooked. The houses were inconvenient, 
often they had no chimneys or gle.zed windows, and there was no 
provision for the privacy that is so helpful to good manners and 
morals. Men and women lived much apart from each other, and the 
church encouraged the tendency in this direction. There was lese 
·-
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conventional or constructional morality, and many acts now pri-
vate were then of necessity open and public. This fact led to 
there being lese 11 refinement 11 of thought and behaviour, and it ex-
plains much that we find recorcl.ed concerning the acts of men e.nd 
women of the period. 
NOt having attractive houses, the people loved the open ; air, 
the fields, the flowers, the groves; and they engaged in that spon-
taneous dancing that is healthy, practiced archery, went hawking, 
told stories, baited bulls and bears, held tournaments, e.nd settled 
questions of right or wrong, truth or falsehood, by the ordeal of 
battle. 
Such is the sketched outline of some of the social conditione 
of the times in which Chaucer lived. In a consideration of hie 
own personal life there must be noted a most interesting period 
during which he was charged with important public business in 
foreign countries, which gave him opportunities for culture, added 
to his knowledge of hllm8.n nature, made him acquainted with men and 
letters on the Continent, and opened more fully to him the wealth 
of Italian and classical literature. For ten ye~ra from 13?0-1380 
he was much of the time engaged in the king's service abroad, even 
as far away as Genoa, Florence, and Padua. After the completion 
of his mission in Europe he was for a time Comptroller of the Cus-
toms in the port of London. 
Chaucer's life was one of hard work, and it was his thorough-
ness that enabled him to produce so much that is permanent. Yet 
his literary and public life were kept almost entirely distinct, 
and it is but glimpses of the private and public affairs about him 
that we find in his writings. He does not per.mit his pen to dwell 
upon the subjects which the author of ''The Vision of Piers Plovmu:m" 
eo diligently elaborated, --the sufferings of the people, ••progress," 
11 reform," are for the most part ignored by him. 
As he records it for us Chaucer's life is that of a purely 
literary man. We find him first dominated by the literature of 
Frence, then filled with a breath of Italian workmanship, and fin-
ally the French and Italian influences are fused with the English 
pathos, sarca sm, and humour. Age finds him suffering in patience, 
employing hi'B mind by writing in a subdued manner and by teaching 
his little Lewis the mysteries of the Astrolabe, until, at the 
end, he is rewarded for all his toil by gaining a quiet home in 
which to die. 
?. 
"Vlhen we come to consider," says Professor Skeat, "the· style 
and manner in which Chaucer has executed his self-imposed task, we 
must first of all make some allowance for the difference between 
the scholarship of his age and of our own. One great difference is 
obvious, though constantly lost sight of; that the teaching in 
those de3s was almost entirely oral, and that the student had to 
depend upon his memory to an extent which would now be regarded by 
many as extremely inconvenient ••.• It is quite certain that Chaucer 
had no access to a convenient and well-arranged Latin dictionary, 
but only to such imperfect glossaries as were then in use. Almost 
the only resource, unless he had at hand a friend more learned than 
himself, was to guess. It is most useful to bear this in mind in 
any consideration of Chaucer's prose contributions." 
The language of Chaucer's translations shows many peculiari-
ties because of the disadvante~es under which he worked; numerous 
Latinisms, and even Roman idioms in synthesis, inflection, or syn-
tax, which are either wholly absent or at least found very rarely 
in his poems. The labor of the translation proved a school for the 
poet, from which his powers of speech came forth not only more ele-
vated but more self-reliant; and with a greater ability to ex-
press thoughts of a deeper nature. 
a. 
Chaucer has been called the "most practical of all the great 
poets." He was a man of bueine ss and the world. Everything for him 
had a very obvious reality. He was content to find grace and beauty 
in truth. He presented simple, straight-forward facts with an ab-
sence of ornate diction. He proved himself more capable of exhibit-
ing together genius and simplicity in his poetry than in hie prose. 
We note in this connection that he furnishes one of the rare in-
stances in which the contemporary verdict agrees with that pronounced 
in subsequent times. He was i~nediately appreciated and honored, 
at home as well as abroad. The prosy Gower saw his own position in 
the field of authorship made less prominent as young Chaucer stepped 
above him, and he welcomed his rival to the greater honors, singing 
in his "Confessio Amantis" that even in his youth Chaucer had filled 
all the land with the fame of his songs ru1d ditties. John Lydgate 
especially mentions Chaucer's translation of Boethius ., and his 
treatise on the Astrolabe, describing the latter as "full noble 
and of gret prise. 11 From France the poet Eustache Deschamps sent 
verses commenting in laudatory terms on the work of Chaucer. 
Chaucer's prose work was neither inconsiderable in amount 
nor inferior in style. It exhibits few of the traits most commonly 
attributed to him as an author, and is the work of a translator, 
who, however, felt free to enlarge, compress, or alter his original 
in accord~1ce with his object o~ his taste. 
Chaucer translated the whole of the "Consolations of Philoso-
phy," v~ri tten by the Roman statesman Ancius Manlius Boethius in 
the sixth century. This work was popular all through the Middle 
Ages, and it is not surprising that its striking style should have 
made a lasting impression upon Chaucer, who echoes its thoughts 
·-
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in many places. Among the passages in which Chaucer shows his 
indebtedness to Boethius is a noteworthy discussion of Predestina-
tion and Free-will in the fourth book of 11 Troylus and Crysede," 
beginning,--
"Syn God seth everythynge, oute of doutance, 
And hem deaponeth thurgh his ordinance." 
The theme was a favorite with Chaucer, his story of Melibeus 
being an adaptation of another work on the Consolations of Phil-
osophy. 
"De Consolatione Philoaophiae" is generally assigned to the 
second period of Chaucer's life, during which he was under the 
Italian influence. Gibbon himself in describing it says that it 
Cafs a golden volume not unworthy the leisure of Plato or Tully, but 
which claims incomparablemerit from the barbarism of the times 
and situation of the author. 11 
A treatise on the Astrolabe is entitled, 11Tractatus de Con-
clusionibus Aetrolabii, or Bred and Mylk for Children." In brief 
it is a prose description of the astronomical instrmaent and its 
use, addressed to the poet's son, Lewis. It is clear from his own 
words that Chaucer followed a Latin treatise to which he was con-
siderably indebted. This treatise is known as the "Compositio et 
Operatic Astrolabie" by Messahala. It does . not appear ·that Chaucer 
made any use of this first part, as his astrolabe was secured 
ready-made. The second part of the treatise or "Operatic Astrola-
bie" is evidently one of the sources from which Chaucer drew large-
ly, but he expanded it with the clear intention of making it more 
easily understood. In some cases Chaucer seems to have translated 
aBnost word for word. He not only took what he liked but rear-
ranged his materials after his own fashion. Chaucer, true to hie 
clear thinking and good common sense, did not attempt to consider 
·-
himself as an authority on the Astrolabe, as he says, 11 truste wel 
that alle the conclusions that han ben formde, or elles possibly 
mighten be fovmde in so noble an instrument as an aetrolabii, 
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ben un-knowe perfitly to any mortal man in this regionn, as I 
suppose." 
The genius of Chaucer was an exceptional development of our 
literatt~e in the fourteenth century, and there is but one author 
among those who have risen since whose productions are commanding 
enough to make us wish to modify the words of Sir Philip Sidney, 
"I know not whether to marvel more , either that he in that misty 
age could see so clearly, or tlw. t we in this clear age walk so 
stumblingly after him." 
The genius of Chaucer is inseparable from the age in which 
he lived. · 1/hat we ·take from his writings must be reinterpreted 
in the life of modern society. His age was the final scene of 
chivalric embossing on a social order which was becoming more def-
initely self-assertive. The majority were seeking rights. 
From these early beginnings of social progress we pass to the 
England (after an interval of t,;VO hundred and fifty years) seen 
through the eyes of John Milton. The section of Milton's life 
with which we will be most concerned is a well -defined period of 
civil agitation and national turmoil; of the establishment of the 
Commonwealth, and t he downfall of the second Protectorate. Into 
the controversies of that troubled time the "poet of puritanism" 
flung h imself. In his "Second Defense" he declared: "I re solved 
to transfer into this struggle all my genius and all the s : t;rength 
of my industry." Hie prose is characterized by vividness, opti-
mism, and ideality. His morals are the morals of the Puritan with 
a very obvious leaning toward toleration and freedom of research. 
In a minor way he employs Latinisms somewhat after the fashion 
of Chaucer and contrary to Chaucer's avowed purpose his writings 
deal with the social conditions, politics, and increased control 
of his people. 
....... 
2. Mil ton 
The days in which Milton wrote his prose were days o:f: revo-
lution and counter-revolution, of Cromwell and the dethroned 
Stuarts. The first characteristic noticeable in him is the com-
11. 
prehensive view he took of national well-being. Of the revolution, 
in which he took part, he was one of the few who understood its 
full scope. Milton's political opinions had too much thought and 
depth for t he purposes of party conflict; they he,d too little 
method for the purposes of political philosophy. 
Milton was a pamphleteer of original genius. A man unable 
to merge himself in his party, having a strong personality, and 
doctrines in which at f irst nobody agreed with him, yet never quite 
rising into the position of a systeiM,tic political philosopher; 
and leaving worlcs which are impressive but only sometimes con-
vincing, and more suggestive than satisfactory. 
Milton was always a champion of freedom as he understood it, 
a freedom "not to be won from without , but from within , in the 
right conduct and administration of life. 11 The service he did 
for liberty by his "Apology for the Freedom of t he Press " is 
generally acknowledged. His tract on education still proves ip-
teresting. Then there is a series of treatises which may be 
rou@~ly divided into two classes,--those attacking the reign of 
the Stuarts and vindicating the rebellion against it; and those 
which attack what he calls Prelaty, and urge reformation in the 
-· 
church. 
His liberty is the liberty of scholar~, thinkers, and cul-
tured men. It is not merely the right to be tried by a jury, or 
to tax one's self. It comprehends, in addition, certain rights 
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of the mind and of the conscience, franchises of the study, of the 
library, and of the pulpit. It is security, not only for people 
and 11roperty, but for thought and imagination and belief, for 
literature, education . and the church. He would have the teachers 
of the nation left free to teach whatever they decide, after suf-
ficient thought,~~ ~mtY to be true. He even had the cour-
age to address Parliament in that speech in which he 1naintains the 
right of error to be published and to have a fair fight with truth. 
~!e have need to spend much time in consideration of this ideal 
today in the light of restrictions placed upon us within recent 
years. 
It is not, in fact, against severity, so much as against in-
efficiency in government that Milton revolts. Vfuat he wants in 
liberty is evidently not liberty itself, not permission to do as 
he likes. Vfuat he wants is efficient government. Liberty means, 
just so far as it is realized, the right m.e.n in the right place. 
There is nothing new about this observation, but it is often ap-
plied to government only. Milton is socially-mincled and thinks of 
government as only one of many institutions on which national well-
being depends. Indeed he ennumerates other bases of social organi-
zations,--education, literature, moral and religious teaching. 
The writer and poet, Milton, was of optimistic tempere~ent. 
His mind was fixed upon the ultimate success of society in its 
varied processes of adaptation and evolution. For the great in-
strument of culture (and in holding an equal degree of culture lies 
• 
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the only hope of the nations uniting in a world union), literature, 
he saw that the one thing needed was liberty. In this he was be-
fore his age; but before his death England entered the path he 
had pointed out. Milton 1ne~ well be called a ma,n with early in-
ternational conceptions. He viewed the questions of the day as a 
scholar, a traveler, and a thinker. 
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His prose works are for the most part the impassioned bE_r-
angues of a supremely eloquent man, full of matter , but careless of 
the form in which he transcribes it; rich in learning, but too in-
tent on the constant display of his knowledge , with a sprt of heav~­
over-weighted prodigality. There are passages which , for richness 
of texture, har-.mony of tone, and artistic etchings, hold position 
with the great prose in our language. Yet his sentences are often 
difficult and his language brutal and sometimes at the most inop-
portune moments scarred with coarseness. In many instances the 
writer seems to have forgotten his ideals of euphony and to prefer 
words both low and harsh. We are guided to an understanding of 
Mil ton's deep feeling in his prose ·writings when we consider 
Lowell's definition that, "A prose sentence only fulfills its 
entire function when, as in some passages of the English version 
of the Old Testaraent its rhythm so keeps time and tune wi t h the 
thought or feeling that the reader is guided to the accentuation 
of the v1riter as securely as i:f listening to his very voice . 11 
There are many noble periods in Milton's prose, and they are 
noble in a way where he rarely encounters competitors, for he has 
been called "the mos t eloquent of Englishmen." Yet he almost never 
stirs the imagination through the ear. He is too intent op his ar-
gument to loiter over the artifices by which it more l avishly could 
be presented. He is rather over-burdening at times, with his use 
of Latinisms . He loses somewhat, on Qccasion, his magnanimity 
and fairness and deals with his -political opponents much after 
the fashion of our American newspaper editors . 
14. 
Hazlitt says of Milton, "He most frequently de scribed things 
as they ought to be. His characteristic was elevation." He did 
not write , obviously , from casual impulse , but after a severe ex-
amination of his own strength , and with a resolution to leave 
nothing to others which it was in his power to do . In Milton ap-
pears the effort which he made to succeed in what he undertook . 
His borrowings were very extensive a.nd yet his style is distinct 
from every other writer . There is a vividness and force in what-
ever he writes vn1ich goes far to establish his individuality. 
This same force is one of his greates t excellences . 
Mi l ton says of his pamphle t on the freedom of the press, 
"Concerning the freeing of the press , l est the j udgment of true 
and false , of what should be published , what suppressed , should 
be in the power of a few men of little learning and of vulgar 
judgment •••• ! wrote in the proper s t yle of an oration the ' Areo-
pagitica'. " The sub- title of this work is "a speech for the 
liberty of unlicensed printing , 11 but it is much more than this. 
It is a plea in behalf of freedom of research in all directions 
an c!. there i s in its simplicity the doctrine of universal tolera-
tion . Milton , again, said of himse l f, "God intended to prove me, 
whether I durst take up alone a rightful cause against a world 
of disesteem, and found I durst . " It is the breath of this spirit 
that pours through the 11Areopagitica" as through a t rumpet. The 
name of the treatise "Areopagitica" was bor-.cOYTed from a speech of 
!socrates , still extant. This speech was so called because its 
object was the restoration of the Court of Areopagus , with power 
to reform and regulate the private life of the citizens of Athens. 
• 
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Milton's protest against the restrictions on the press 
was mainly due to his disappointment in the Presbyterian r>e.rty. 
-They had not eliminated restrictions which he thought they 
should have when they came into power. There is nothing to show 
that his treatise produced any imnediate effect, but in 1649 
Gilbert 1~bbott, one of the licensers of the press, resigned 
his office on the ground that his duties were unjust and ille-
gal. The 11Areopagitica," which appeared in 1644, seems to have 
been printed surreptitiously, and to have suffered the usual 
f~~ te of unlicensed pamphlets. 
Vfu ile the censorship existed, no tract blaming , even in 
the most temperate and decorous language, the conduct of any 
public department, was likely to be printed with the approba-
ticn of the licenser. To print such a tract without the appro-
val of the licenser was illegal. In general, the respectable 
and moderate opponents of the Court, not being able to publish 
in the manner prescribed by law, and not thinking it right or 
safe to publish in a manner prohibited by law, held tl,Ieir peace, 
and left the business of criticizing the administra.tion to the 
fanatics and the uncultured. The emancipation of the press 
produced a most salutary change. The prufication of English 
literature dates from the day on which the freedom of the press 
was attained. 
Of the prose of Milton, Macaulay says in substance. ·His 
works deserve attention from every student who desires to become 
acquainted with the full power of the English language. There 
are pe,ssages which surpass the declamations of Burke. He is Gl. 
rhetorica,l rather than a logical wri te1· and, though his reasoning 
is sometimes clear e.nd powerful, declamation o,ften gets the 
better of argmnent. He makes no attempt at an equable distribu-
16. 
tion of phra.ees, lee,rned conceptions and famili a.r expressions 
intermingle continually, eloquence is succeeded by coarse in-
vective. "His vocabulary is very extensive but include s words 
of his own courage, or adapted from foreign languages, which 
• 
have happily failed to gain curency. 11 In a word Milton is not 
so truly a "writer of great prose as a great man writing in prose." 
As Milton was an active participant in the de,ys of social 
overturn in Engla.nd so, a century and a half later, Wordswor th, 
coming from the heart of the English Lake Country in Cumberland , 
viewed London end passed over to the continent to gain an intiiDE.te 
knowledge of the days of the French Revolution. 
His simplicity and naturalness lent themselves to enthusi-
as tic idealism. He felt the mys tica.l power of nature's vi tr:d 
forces and he brought as his contribution to literature and 
through literature to men the lessons of e.ssure,nce, calmness, 
inspiration, and hope. Somewhat depressed by the failures and 
crimes of the Revolution he returned to England disheartened and 
doubting. But aided by his sister Dorothy end by nature herself 
he was guided into a 
"genuine knowledge, fraught with peace ." 
Simpl i city marked his life. His was no existence in the 
turmoil of politics, though he held several governn1ent positions. 
He was concerned with simple, elemente.l fa.cts. He strove to 
understand men of little opportunity. 
3. 'WOI'd'SWOrth 
• Wordsworth we.s privileged to hear the democratic heart of 
humanity beating through the surge e..nd social upheaval of the 
French Revolution. He spent a number of years in France and on 
at least one occasion barely escaped with his life. He was not 
an amazed or indifferent spectator of the dra.ma being portrayed 
• 
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in harsh, realistic terms. He chose a side and became a. prose-
lyte. This was due to an intimacy he formed with a man who had 
taught him to understend and to love the motives of the revolu-
tionists--namely, Michel Beaupuy, who at that time was merely a 
captain in the garrison of Blois. Their talk was usually of 
"the end, 
Of civil goverrunent, and its wisest forms, 
Of ancient loyalty, and chartered rights. 
Custom and habit, novelty and change; 
Of self-respect, and virtue in the few 
For patrimonial honor set apart, 
And ignorance of the laboring multitude." 
His English instincts made it easy for Wordsworth to understand 
17. 
the adva.nta.ges that would accrue from certain reforms which Beaupuy 
desired to see permanently secured to his country. Wordsworth 
returned to England a "patriot of the world." Nature surrendered 
the first place in his thoughts to Humanity. 
These swift impassioned years of his youth gave Wordsworth 
a strong moral sense, an inspiration for liberty, a comprehension 
of adversity and misery and touched his vn1ole life-work with a 
liberalized philosophy. His love of righteousness and honor 
characterize his writings. DeQuincey, in after life gave a 
vivid portrayal of this lover of independence in the words, 
"His face was certainly the noblest for intellec-
tual effects that, in actual life, I have seen, 
or at least have consciously been led to notice .•. 
the light which resides in them (his eyes) is at 
no time a superficial light; but, under favore,ble 
accidents, it is a light which seems to come from 
depths below all depths; in fact, it is more truly 
.-
entitled to be held 'the light that never was on 
land or sea,' a light radiating from some far 
spiritual world, than any the most idealizing 
light that ever yet a painter's hand created." 
The universal quality of Wordsworth's thought became his 
18. 
most chare.cteri8tic style. His mind was philosophical; his dwell-
ing was in a region of ideas which he endeavored to correlate in 
the sum of human experience. Wordsworth's service to humanity 
lies in the fact that he made plain the close relationship that 
exists between physical nature and the soul of man . We are made 
to realize that we are a part of all that we see, or hear, or feel. 
He taught that the earth is the universal mother, end tha t the life 
of the flower roots back into the same universal life from which 
ours is derived. His finest utterances remain in the souls and 
lives of men by the depth and virtue of their meaning. 
His love for the great human heart was a strangely moving 
power in his life. Often he seems to have felt utterly baffled, 
with his hopes in grea t confusion. His i deals were given a vary-
ing emphasis yet he remained true to that life which both inward 
and outward is most intimately associe.ted with la..kes and mountains. 
Amid them he was born, and to them he looked for the necessary 
sustenance for his being. It is the conwon in nature that he loves 
to celebrate. A waggoner, a beggar, a potter, a pedlar, are the 
characters on whose feelings e.nd experiences he muses. All the 
problems in the life of the people he tries to solve. 
He exemplified, even as a modern psychologist does, that 
most of the worst evils are acquired rather than inherited. He 
made more evident the chasm: between the repose and hopefulness of 
childhood and the cynical distrust of adve.ncing age. He thus, 
indirectly appeals to men for a preserve.tion of the "early dew of 
existence, so recklessly lavished upon the desert of ambition 11 
(Tuckerma.Jl). His life was a strange complexity of reason and 
fancy, of reflection and imagination, of passion and sympathy. 
l9 
Wordsworth saw but little beyond the bounds of his own ex-
perience. The slight changes in his political views were comple-
ted soon after hie return from France. These views were embodied 
for the most part in his letters to his friends and acquaintances. 
He saw the French for a dozen years eagerly busy in tearing up 
whatever had origin in the past, vainly striving to piece together 
the fibres they had broken, and to reproduce artificially that 
sense of perll8.Jlence and continuity which is the main safeguard of 
vigorous self-consciousness in any nation. He became a Tory by a 
process of intellectual conviction, but retained to the last a 
certain re,dicalism of temperament e.Jld instinct. So firm we.s 
Wordsworth's intellectual constitution that even the most seduc-
tive or overwhelming personal influences whi~e they often affected 
him deeply, began only after a considerable period to bear visible 
results. His more.l instincts with their directness and vigor he 
obeyed as the rules of his life and writing. 
Praise has not readily been accorded a writer who scarcely 
seemed enamoured of his art, and presented a theory in prose to 
win the judgment instead of first taking captive the heart. It 
has been said of him with some truth nhe wrote too much and too 
indiscriminately. Yet Wordsworth opposed to the artificial the 
clear and natural in diction. 
His prose works deal with political subjects, such as the 
tract in which he avowed himself opposed to monarchy and to the 
hereditary principle, and desirous of a republic,- if it could be 
had without a revolution. His letters cover questions of interest 
in the varied periods of his life. During the winter of 1806-7 
· --. 
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he took an intense interest in current events, whose variety, 
picturesqueness and historical significance were enough to absorb 
all the energies of his im8.gination. 
Wordsworth was most severely criticised during his life-time, 
but, though never indifferent to criticism, was disdainful of it, 
and held on his way. His view of his critics is best expressed 
in a letter to Lady Beaumont. "My ears are stone-dead to this 
idle buzz, and my flesh as insensible as iron to these petty stings; 
a..nd ,after what I have said, I e..m sure yours will be the same. I 
doubt not that you will share with me an invincible confidence that 
my writings will cooperate with the benign tendencies in human na-
ture and society wherever found; and that they will in their degree 
be efficacious in making men wiser, better, and happier." We have 
here a plain exposition of the fine character of the writer. Back 
of the words we see the kindly soul of a man who judges not harsh-
ly but benignly, maintaining always a calm serenity which has 
scarcely been matched in the history of literature. 
The one quality which Wordsworth lacks most obviously is 
that of a saving sense of hUmor. For this reason his work lacks a 
balance and an element of understanding which are necessary to a 
well - rounded character. Yet this criticism is slight in comparison 
with the great contributions which have come as a literary heri-
tage to us. 
From the spiritual idealism of Chaucer, Milton, and Words-
worth we turn to the acceptance of "things as they are" and the 
"laissez faire" policy of Sir Walter Scott. He takes ·the emotions 
of men, analyzes and presents them but without any moralizing or 
attempted instruction as to a progressive training of .$QtivB:b~d 
actions. The roraantic and the unro1uantic move on side by side. 
Great historical movements form the background for the portrayal 
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of his everliving characters. Men anrl women are ple,yers upon 
a vast stage with settings of local and world interest. He de-
:picted them in clrab or glowing colors as he learned to know them 
but with no attempt at interpretation with the pen of a spiritual 
reorganizer of society as the preceding prose writers had done. 
Scott was no social or political reformer. He was concerned 
with observation, knowledge of facts, sympathy for the ill-treated, 
and a fidelity to fundamental qualities of human nature. 
4. Scott 
Scott usually professed great ignorance of politics, and did 
what he could to hold aloof from a world in which his feelings were 
easily heated, while his knowledge was apt to be imperfect. But 
now and again, and notably towards the close of his life , he got 
himself mixed up in politics . .. No sooner was any reform proposed, 
any abuse threatened, than Scott's eager Conservative spirit 
flashed up. His philosophy of life was of a comfortable, worldly 
sort. The mystery of life was not great to him. It did not drive 
him into the wilderness to meditate or find a solution. He had 
little faith in anything except power--power of any kind. 
He seems not to have believed or disbelieved; but quietly 
acquiesced, and made himself at home in a world of conventionali-
ties. To him the false and the true were alike true in this, as 
Carlyle says, "that they were there and had power in their hands 
more or less. 11 No central idea or driving conception animates his 
writing. By so much, it me.,y be conceived, does he fall short of 
supreme greatness. 
)y 
The imaginative power of his novels is as astonishingA.~ven 
as the rate of composition itself'. His truest artistic enjoyment 
notes the forms of character seen in full daylight and centers 
about the most ordinary experiences. He early discovered that 
• 
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facts are better than fiction; that there is no romance like the 
rome.nce of real life; and that if we can analyze the emotions of 
men in striking situations the result will be more interesting 
then any pure imaginings. It is impossible to s~ how fine his 
writings are, unless we can descri-be how· fine nature is. His life 
was worldly; his ambitions were worldly. There is nothing spirit-
ual in his writings; all is of the earth earthy. Clearly he had a 
love of the pictureBque, of the beautiful, of the vigorous and 
graceful; and this love is his greatest quality. 
As his quality was genuineness of loYe and understanding his 
quantity lifted him but little above the commonplace in expression. 
Very few of his sentences can be quoted to advantaee. He wrote so 
much and yet so little that is concise or pithy. Carlyle says of 
him, 
i'The truth is, our best definition of Scott were per-
paps even this, that he was, if no great man, then 
something much pleasanter to be, a robust, thorough-
ly healthy and withal very prosperous and victorious 
man. An eminently well-conditioned man, healthy in 
body, healthy in soul, we will call him one of the 
healthiest of men." 
His healthiness showed itself in all things. Although he was the 
most popular writer of his age he did not allow fame to turn his 
head. To him it seemed but a"profitable, pleasing superfluity," 
no necessary of life. 
The influences of Scotland are continually evident throughout 
his wri ·ting. He has always the speech, thought and action of his 
country. He was an Episcopalian Dissenter all his life but he 
owes much to .John Knox and Presbyterianism. No Scotch.man of his 
day could be said to be more entirely Scotch than Sir Walter. 
The story of his life is brilliant and remarkable in outline. His 
tireless energy, his overcoming of physical defects, and his 
strength in the face of unexpected financial difficulties grant 
him a high place in the annals of courageous men. It has been 
said, somewhat harshly, of him that his career was one of "im-
promptu novel-writine to buy farms. 11 Perhaps it was not a wise 
goa l for it seems as though a false ambition seized him and~as 
success ca1ne to him.!>gave him more appetite and more audacity. 
The end of the race came in the failure of his bookseller, Con-
stable, and he became a bankrupt among his creditors . It must 
he .. ve been a hard trial yet he met it proudly as a brave man. 
Ambition had not proved profitable to him. 
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Scott 's real genius in prose was in the development of the 
historical novel. For hundreds of years men had been trying for 
that which gave this men his greatest success. He stands a s per-
haps the supreme exponent of this type of romance. Though most 
of his stories are called roiDB.nces they give alsothat side of life 
whi ch is unromantic, quite as vigorously as the romantic side. 
Scott's mind was one which seemed to brood over antiquity, almost 
scorning the present ; he is a "pro:phesier of things past ." Yet 
in ostensibly going to the past and borrowing its circmns tances 
he in reality went straight to man as man whom he exhibited in 
the dress of another age but composed of a universal substance. 
His novels give us an imaginative view, not of me re individuals, 
but of individuals as they are affected by the public strifes 
and social divisions of the age in which they live. A striking 
feature of his work is that, f or the most part, his romances cen-
ter around public i nterests rather than 1)rivate passions. The 
backgrounds, however , much or little they have of local color are 
sufficiently differentiated; they exhibit the variety as well as 
the truth of nature. 
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The composition of the novels has a free flow of narrative 
and sentiment, an easy coherence illustrative of the freedom of a 
master's hand. It is a sort of perfect extemporaneous writing. 
Scarcely a.nyw·here can fresher paintings of nature, or a wider 
sympathy with IDB.n be found. His is the faculty of expressing his 
sincere love for the beautiful in man and nature by imagination 
and word . He had an open soul with a brotherhood feeling for all 
men. His books are addressed to the every-day mind. His style is 
orderly, customary, prudent. It almost seems that Scott could 
give little more. It is not true, for he has given us of his own 
personality and individual soul. We regret sometimes that he wrote 
so much after the extempore method and wonder what sort of product 
would have been the result of a concentrated and painstaking ef-
fort on his part . Perhaps we have lost something through his fail-
ure to unfold a deeper part of his nature. Nevertheless he has 
given much that grants him rank among the "extenders of the lit-
erary empire." 
Throughout his entire productive period Scott produced his 
wri tings with a uni f orm texture. There are f~w mountain peaks, 
few quotable passages. Neither the cons titution of his mind, nor 
his method of composition allowed him any ex tended effort after 
the intricacies of style. The nice adjustment of word to exact 
meaning Sir Walter would probably have regarded a s effeminate. 
His shrewd observation, his knowledge of the facts, his sympathy , 
with the poor, his fidelity to t he primal truths of hun1an nature, 
his acceptance of actual life are t he very essence of true realism. 
His faults are quite clearly seen; his careless plot-building, 
his inability to deal artistically with certain classes of society 
and types of mind, CJ,nd the comm.onplaceness of his style, the un-
realities of some of his historical cos twning and his imag inative 
romE.ntic character sketching. He fails in purely intellectual 
:passion and als:>i n spiritual depth. 
Yet Scott always preferred, if possible, to mingle with 
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the interest attaching to his characters as private individuals 
the interest of the large mov-ement of history. And with all his 
11 faults and shortcomings 11 he can still amuse young people of the 
fourth generation, which may be considered almost as a supreme 
test of genius and longevity . 
From the imaginative creations and picturesque brilliance 
of Scott there is a wide space to the correctness in presentation 
of pure, actual fact as found in the prose of Robert Southey. 
The facile, extemporaneous composition of Scott stands in clear 
contrast to the severe carefulness of Southey . The Poet Laurea te 
takes his high rank among prose wr iters from his ·work done in the 
fields of biography and narrative essay writine;. Scott wrote 
incessantly but lacked the methodical application of Southey. 
The prose of Southey is simple, with a love of regulation 
and usefulness. He touched many sides of life; his interests 
seem boundless; :many projects vvere kept go ing in the sa.me :period 
o~ time. Systematically he covered sev-eral departments of lit-
erature and kept his touch with books and with men . He wrote 
essay after essay on subject·s dealing with policies and customs 
of society. He lent his assistance always to aid in waking the 
latent possibilities of men. 
5. Southey 
The Reign of Terror following the Franch Revolution did not 
cause a violent reaction in Southey aga inst the doctr ine of the 
Republic, nor did he soon cease to sympathize with £ranee . But 
his hopes were dashed, he discovered that the milleltlll:iu.m. va s not 
at hand . Actual man appeared more greedy, ignorant_, and dan-
gerous than before, though man spiritual was still to him a 
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being composed of virtue, knowledge , and love. The ideal repub-
lic receded into the dimness of unborn time; no doubt--so Southey 
maintained to the end--"a republic is t he best form of government 
in itself, as a sun-dial is simpler and surer than a t ime piece; 
bu t the sun of reason does not always shine and therefore compli-
cated systems of government , containing checks and counter-checks, 
are needful in old countries; better systems are no doubt con-
ceivable - -for be tter men . 11 
At sixty, he believed in a state .of society actually su-
perior to Engli sh society in the nineteenth century, but the 
error of supposing such a state of society too near, of fancying 
that there was a short road to it, seemed to him a "pernicious 
error ." To him as to Wordsworth , the very life of virtue in man-
kind seemed to dwell in t h e struggle agains t the military des-
potism wh ich threatened to overwhelm t he whole civilized world. 
To remove the obstacles in the progress of man was the task to 
whi ch he gave most earnest assistance . He did not support the 
leaders of t he French Revolution so far as to still hail them as 
supporters of liberty during the military tyranny which f ollowed 
the upheaval of society. He says of those men who did, 11 They 
turned thei:r faces toward the East in the morning to worship the 
rising sun, and in the evening they were looking eastward, ob-
stinately affirming that still t he sun was there. 11 He concludes , 
11 1 , on the contrary, altered my position as the world went round . 11 
Southey was interested when the Spanish people rose against 
their oppressors. He was almost as deeply stirred as during the 
days of the French Revolut ion . His idea was for the people to 
establish a federal republic which should "unite the Penninsula 
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and allow the internal government to remain distinct . 11 
Coleridge 's daughter writes, 11How gravely and earnestly 
Se..muel Taylor Coleridge, William Wordsworth and my uncle, Southey , 
used to discuss the affairs of the nation , as if it were t heir 
private concern!" Southey believed in order and improvement. 
Order first; not by repression a lone , although tha t had its place, 
but order with improvement as a portion of its very life and being. 
But before all else national educe.tion appeared to Southey to be 
the need of England; an education which would at onc e enlighten 
the understanding and tra i n the conscience and will. He looked 
forward to a time when , the great struggle respecting property 
over, public opinion would no more tolere.te the extreme of pover-
ty.in a large class of people; when the concentration of land in 
the hands of great owners would cease (this ideal b i ds fair to be 
accomplished today), when common control of land might actually 
be realized. 
Wha.t a list of national reforms he advocated in the pages of 
the Quar terly Review! l'J"ational education; cheap and good litera-
ture; a well-organized system of colonization; a wholesome train-
ing for the children of misery and vice in the great cities ; t he 
establishment of savings banks in all small towns; improvements 
in the poor laws ; alterations in t he criminal laws , as i nfli cting 
the punishment o:f death in too many case s ; alterations in t he fac-
tory syst em for the benefit of the worke r , and especially with re -
gard to the emplo~nent of children ; national works to be under-
taken in time of ec onomic crisis; the employment of paupers i n 
cultivating waste land; the need for more clergymen, colleges, 
courts of law. Truly a man of broad i nteres ts, wi th a soul-
pass ion fo r hmnan welfare . 
He comnents on one crisis in a letter to Neville ~bite . 
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11 It is rru:my years ago , long before the co l loquies were begun , 
that the likelihood of a visitation of pestilence occurred to me, 
vv-hen thinking of the condition of this country and the ways of 
Providence . Consider i ng the condition of the poor, the miserable 
population which the manufacturing system had collected in great 
bodies , and the zeal with which the most mischievous opinions 
were propagated, I thought with David , that pestilence was the 
lightest evil that could be expected , and therefore that, per-
haps , it was the likeliest .••• The fearful question which a few 
months must resolve is , whether pestilence will arrest the pro-
gress of revolution, or accelerate it , by making the population 
desperate. Nothing can more tend to make them so than the opin-
ion which is given in all the newspapers that it is a disease 
from which the more fortunate classes seem to be exempt; and that 
unclean ha1)its , crowded habitations , and poor diet render men pe-
culiarly liable to it . " 
Southey was a man of widely varied interest . He never did 
one thing by itself alone, but by doing many things he accomplished 
much. When he tired of one idea he was ready to continue at once 
in another field. His mind was essentially prophetic of good in 
all his conceptions of life. He refused to give up his confidence 
i n men when all others desr)aired. It makes up the element "where 
he must live or have no life a t all." While he supposed tha t a 
better form of society could be introduced, while he had this 
faith i n man left he was an enthusiast, a leveler; he stopped at 
nothing short of that which would banish all pain and misery from 
the world. But when he once believed that this was no longer 
possible he turned e,round and maintained that 11 whatever is, is 
right." As Hazlitt puts it, "He wooed Liberty a s a youthful 
love r , but it was perhaps more a s a mistre s s tha n a bride, and 
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he h as since wedded with an elderly and not very reputable lady 
called Legitimacy . 11 Still , even in his l ater life,. in a ll those 
questions where the possibility of contradiction does not enter he 
wa.s bold, candid , e.nd open t o conviction, e. reformist without seem-
inc; aware of the fact . On such points where Liberty had not become 
a by- word he we,s l iberal and humane . The old spirit an swered to the 
inspiration of his youth. He never becaJne a mere ins trumen t of 
the government . 
Southey ' s prose style can scarcely be fully praised a.s it 
des erve s . It is pla.in , clear , pointed , familiar , but v1ith a grave 
and spa.rkling mixture of ornaments in its phr·aseology. He was a 
more natural prose - writer t han Byron, Wordsworth, or Colerid.ge, h is 
contem:pora.ries . The manner i n his Es says and Reviews is sometlmes 
superior to the mat ter . There is , occasi onally , a lack of originali-
ty a nd i mpetus ; but there i s no le.ck of sa tire, ingenuity, learning , 
and i nformation. Hazl itt says of his style, 11\7e may describe it 
best by saying that i t has not the body or thickne ss of port wine, 
1Jut is like clear sherry with kernels of old author-s thrown into it ! 11 
Southey ex cels as an historian and prose transla.tor . Hi s h istori es 
abound in i nformation , end ey~ibit proofs of the indefati5able pa-
tience and industry of the m.e.n . He bala11ces the levity of his opin-
ions and feelings by a u appe a l to fac t s . His translati ons of t he 
Spanish and French romances are also executed 11 con amore, 11 a nd ·w j_ th 
the literal f idelity of s~ mere linguist . His tre.nsla,tion of the 
HCid 11 is no ·~ less interesting as c. record of high s.nd chivalrous 
feeling s e.nd manners , tha n it i s worthy of perusal as a litera ry 
curiosity . All that Southey is or does best is free as t he air 
he breathes . 
_.uthorsh ip was the vocation of Southey so truly that is pr e -
empted a. :position in his l ife almost to the exclusion of' everything 
else . He says of himself t ha t h e has had the gree.test of c;.ll ad-
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vantages ; that 11 1 have passed more t.he.n h a lf of my life in re tire -
ment , conversing with books ra.ther than men, constc:mtly and unv..rea ri-
aoly engaged in literary :pursuits, communing vri th my ovm hee,r t, e,nd 
t ak ing that course which upon mature consic.ere,tion seemed best to my-
- =- self ." n o contemporary of his led so uniformly and entirely the life 
of a scholar fromboyhood to age, with the enthusi c:t sm of love , a nd 
·with the severity of religious devotion . Through all his life he 
had a grea,t deal of kindness , he was rash in his opin ions , stee.dy 
ill his a tta chments and was a man of admirable qualities. He sought 
every sr>ecies of knowledge e,nd seeme d equally conten ted to write 
history, reviews, poems and letter s . Indeed , for t vrenty years, his 
l ife a.t Keswick wa,s systematically divided bet·ween t h ese four de.~:.>a.rt-
men t s of vr.ri t ing. 
Southey was a "verba,l ar ch i te et . " 'I'he style of his :prose ·works 
is 11 correct, unaffected, a,nd keeps that medium which g ood t a ste ap-
. proves i n rw.nners , speech, e,nd costum.e , but which Y/e seldom see tra.ns -
fer!:l.e d to the art of writing." For pure narrc<,t i ve, where t he object 
i s to g ive the reader unalloyed f acts, and leave his own reflecti on 
and fancy to color them , Southey is a genius in a unique ·way . Hi s 
was a modera.te standard , "as to what is called fine writing , " he 
says , "the public \YiLl get none of that article out of me ; s ound 
sense , s ound philosophy, and sound English, I will e; i ve t:h em. 11 He 
se en1s to have consulted the English love of regulated end useful 
:principles, a,nd objection to extrave,gance . His prose is typica lly 
Engli sh, e,nd especially of the England of his de,y . 
His "L' envoy" applies to his prose YiOrks as well a,s t o h i s 
poetry. 
11 Go, little Book, from t his my solitude , 
I ca st thee on the "\Vaters , - g o t by ways. 
And if , as I believe , thy vein be good , 
The world wi ll find t hee after many da,ys. 
Be it with thee according to thy worth 
Go,little Book! in f a ith I send thee forth. 11 
, 
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After completing the considera tion of Southey we seek next 
the mcm who deals with the period of :r;nglish history in fJ, powerful 
vmy c~fter the subsidence of the direct influence of the French Revo-
lu.tion. :Matthew Arnold, in his criticism of life and conduct of the 
nineteenth century has given the world critical esse:;,ys of the high-
est rank. His theme of Culture as the means of attaining the ideal 
type is worthy of close attention by students of social :progress. 
The tone of his cri ticisr.a ·was :purely intellectuc.l, often super-
cilious, a.nd more likely to stir up prejudice than :popularity. The 
literary quality of his work has been rarely excelled. His style 
is vi vs,cious, without enthusiasm, terse and luminous. He lacks the 
:personal , human touch of tolerance possessed by the other writers 
whom we have conside red . His ma.nner is severely classical with en 
absence of rough impetuosity and ornate eloquence. 
6 . Arno]..d 
Matthew Arnold ' s politica:L and social ideals are indetacha.bly 
related . He alwe . ys considered politics as an instrument for the 
renovation of society. It was the renovation of society, however, 
cmd not the instrtunent to be used which fired his imagination . He 
declares, "I am no politician .•• Indeed I have no very ardent 
interest in politics in their present state in this country. Wnat 
interests me is English civiliza.tion,--the humanizing, the bringing 
into one harmonious and truly humane life, of the whole 'body of Eng-
lish society. I try to be a disinterested observer of all which 
really helps and hinders that . " Though Arnold was not a politician 
he was an independent political critic. He subordinates the indi -
vidual and lays emphasis on culture and t he claims of the higher 
standards. He says the individua l has no natura..l rights, but only 
duties . We never find him in~isting upon originality, self-reliance, 
independence, but , quite on the contre.ry, on conformity and obedi-
ence . He is so socially-minded as to write, "Our dangers e .. re in 
exaggerating the blessings of self-will and of self-assertion, in 
not being ready enough to sink our imperfectly formed self-will in 
view of a large general result." 
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The "main movement ·· of mind " through the period of Arnold's life 
is not very hard to trace. In all phases of hrnncm activity we dis-
cern the grovving emphasis of rea,son, still tinged with the excite-
ment of the French Revolution , checked at some outposts, but steadi-
ly gaining ground held by tradition and historica.l taboos and cus-
toms. In the :poli tica,l field the Reform Bills, the chartist move-
rnent , the European revolutions of 1848 we1,e signs of its advance . 
In science Darwin's "Orie;in of the Species , 11 published in 1859, was 
its most conspicuous monument. In religion and philosophy the U-
tili ta.rians, the Positivists , the "higher criticism" of the Bible , 
Renan ' s "Vie de Jesusu were various manifestations of the same spirit. 
In · li tere.ture the displacement of the romantici sm of Godwi n end Sir 
Vie.l ter Scott by the Victoripr1 realism.s of Dickens, Thackercw, George 
Eliot, e.nd Anthony '£rollo}!e attes ted the popularity of the desire to 
see the "fa.cts of life." The movement , then, was democratic, scien-
tific, critical, realistic--directed toward the extension of the 
control of reason over all things. 
In a,n unsettled epoch of English thought he found a centre.l 
position , and sharply defined his attitude toward the important 
movements in literature, education, society, politics, e.nd religion . 
.He said something pertinent, stimula,ting, or irri ta.ting about every-
body 's business; so that, as a result, he remains, f or all his pre-
tended exclusiveness in refinement, one of the unavoidable writers 
of the nineteenth century, one of the reconstructive forces in the 
twentieth. His work is a symmetrical expression of "genere.l i deas 11 
which appeals to "the body of quiet reasonable people 11 in every 
e.ge. He is a suggestive guide for the ma,n who i s trying to dis-
cover what he ought to think on most subjects which concern him. 
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:f'- His writings carry always e, purposefu1 coherence. 
• 
For thirty-five years Arnold held the position of "Lay Inspec-
t or of Schools~· . Some four mon t bs after h is marric.1 .. ge he wrote to his 
wife concerning his work, "I think I she,ll get interes ted i n tl'le 
schools after a li ttle time; their effects on the children are so i m-
mense , and t h eir future effects in civilizing t he nex t generation of 
the lower classes, who as things e,re going , will have mast of the 
polit ical power of the country in their hands, may be so i mporta.nt . 11 
He thus kept in touch with B~l the movements of educe.tion in every 
field end vvas possessed of sufficient vision to s e e in a genera,l 
way the political future of England . 
After the age of thirty-five he wrote very little poe try. But 
he could not wi thout disappointment give up the individual passion 
for self-expression whi ch he had in hi s young-manhood. By the wise 
reading CJ .. nd refle~tion of his early studies he heod made e .. clear, 
cool ple ..ce at the center of h is soul in which he saw the "realities 
of li f e 11 in their "eternal aspe cts and permanent values. 11 l~'r om his 
belief that "history moves in cycle s " he acquired a tranquillity 
about t he universe, a certain humility about h is work in it, and a 
touch of superi ority to transitory things. Arnold was a fair cr itic 
of himself. In writing to his moth er in 1869 he says of his poems, 
11 They represent, on t h e whole, the main movement of mind (of whi ch 
we have spoken) in the last quar ter of a cent;ury, and thus they 
will probably have their day as pe ople become conscious to themselves 
of what that movement of mind is, and intere sted i n the literary 
productions whi ch reflect it. I t might be :fairly urged that I have 
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le~s poetical sentiment than Tennyson , and less intellectual vigour 
and e.bundance than Browning; yet, because I have perhe .. ps more of a 
fusion of the two than either of them, and have more regularly ap-
plied that fusion t o the main line of modern development, I am like-
-1"- ly enough to have my turn , a.s they have had theirs . 11 
' 
Arnold, e,bove all else, was a critical force of clear reason 
and sure discernment . He is not to be read because of his personali-
ty for it is not a.lwa.ys agreeable but for his never-fc:dling intelli-
gence and critical acumen. The influence of his mind clears the 
vision, purifies the knowledge, and establishes a process of crys-
talization in thought on a wide range of subjects. He lays stress 
upon culture and duties , and whatever r~es for perfection. His 
works are models of lucidity, and yet they may never 11modify races 
and times." "I wish," he says, "to decide nothing as of my own au-
thority; the great art of criticism is to get one ' s self out of the 
wa;y and to let humanity decide." The persistence of his critical 
force in literature is ascribed in the main to three causes. In the 
first place he did not attempt a chronicle of aJ.l the popular and 
transitory -vvork issuing from the press; he carefully selected for 
corr®ent men and books vn1ich he thought had some mark of immortality 
about them; he assembled a group of persons illustratints the 11 admirable 
riches of human nature." In the second place he e:r.hi bits a fine per-
sona,l interest in the delineations of his subjects which excites e.nd · 
stimule,tes the rea,del~. The third and perhaps most distinctive cause 
of Arnold's dura.bili ty is in the number and soundness of the literary 
principles end the general ideas which he states and illustrates. 
Arnold delights in taking civilized hruM,nity as the center about 
which he builds his thought. "Let us conceive , " he says in his es-
say on Wordsworth , 11 of the whole group of civilized nations as being, 
for intellectual and spiritual purposes, one great confederation, 
' 
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bound to a jo int action and working towexds a common result; a 
confederation whose members have a due knowledge both of the past, 
out of which they all proceed, s.nd of one another. This we,s the 
ideal of Goethe, and it is an ideal which will impose itself upon 
the thoughts of our modern societies more and more . 11 In this great 
union culture is to be indispensably necessexy s.nd "culture is read-
ing; but reading with a purpose to guide it and with system." 
I have tried to express Arnold's conceptions in other terms 
the.n his own words but his words are ever infinitely superior. He 
was a traveller upon the highvvay which leads to the citadel of Truth. 
He imagines Truth not as something to be proved but as something to 
be seen; not as something to be manufactured but as something to be 
found. To conclude in his ovm words: 
"To try and approa,ch Truth on one side after another, not to 
strive or cry, not to persist in pressing forward, on any one side, 
with violence and self-will, it is only thus, it seems to me , that 
mortals may hope to gain any vision of the mysterious goddess, whom 
we shall never see except in outline, but only thus even in outline. 
He who will do nothing but fight impetuously towards her on his ovm, 
one, favorite, pa.rticula.r line, is inevitably destined to run his 
head into the folds of the black robe in which she is wrapped ." • 
"No; we are all seekers still, seekers often ma,ke mistakes , 
and I wish mine to redound to my own discredit only , and not to 
touch Oxford. Beautiful city! so venerable, so lovely, so uhrav-
aged by the fier~e intellectual life of our century, so serene! 
• • 
And yet, steeped in sentiment as she lies, spreading her gardens to 
the moonlight, and whispering from her towers the last enchantments 
of the Middle Age, who will deny that Oxford, by her ineffable 
charm, keeps ever calling us near to the true goal of all of us, 
to the ideal, to perfection,--to beauty, in a word , which is only 
' 
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truth seen from another side, Nearer·, perhaps, than all the 
science of Tubingen. Apparitions of a day, what is our puny war-
fare against the Philistines, compared with the warfexe which this 
~ueen of Romance has been waging against them for centuries, and 
will wage after we a..re gone?" 
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Surnmar;y: and Conq).usion 
"Behind every book is a man; behind the man is the race; and 
behind the race are tr1e natural and social environments whose in-
.f-. fluence is unconsciously reflected" (Long). Through the words of 
the v~iters with whom we have dealt breathes the spirit of their 
• 
environmental contacts. 'rheir words are in the English tongue, 
the connnon dress of our conceptions, yet ever and again we find 
the revelation of artistic work shown in a pleasing, surprising 
way. We lose often the mere presentation of facts in the simple 
bea,uty of expression. 
Like &~akespeare after him Chaucer probably got his best educa-
tion from the busy life in which he shared, the men of talent and 
achievement whom he met, and, unli~e Shakespeare, from his wide and 
frequent travels. All his experiences, his stay in France, his 
taste of war, his association with the king, did more for his own 
literary work than anything he may have read. 
Amid the various touches of reverence, sympathy, tolerax1ce , 
disdain , nothing is more striking than Chaucer's appreciation of 
humble life. He was an industrious offici&,l and a, diligent student. 
There is some weight of evidence for supposing that the poet sup-
ported the reform of Wyclif, even in an active wa,y. 
Chaucer combines the medieval and the modern in what seems a 
startling contrast, until one ren1embers the peculiar conditions of 
his time. New ideas and new ideals were in the air. He was set 
like a sentinel on the confines of two ages. 
Out of the gathering centuries the years produced John Milton 
who se,id of himself, "God has instilled in me, if into anyone, a 
vehement love of the beautiful." There are two chief elements in 
Milton's nature,--a passionate love of the beautiful, and a not less 
·---
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passionate service of duty. He chose the vocation of poet , yet 
wrote himself blind in defense of his country; and when his years 
of service were over he retired in solitude to sing the great 
English epic. 
Milton the man impresses us. His intensity of emotion and his 
passionate eexnestness were no doubt characteristic of the age, but 
the great scope of his thought and the unwavering nobility of his 
purpose set him apart from and above all the men about him except 
Cromwell. From his youth he saw the clear light of duty before him 
and with an uncompromising earnestness he performed that duty. 
Each of the writers saw his duty, each in his own way> and so 
we have the interpretation of Wordsworth bringing a completely new 
message to English-spea~ing people. The Lake poet's predecessors 
lacked his complete intimacy with nature, his loving interest in it ·, 
and especially his religious inspiration from it. With Wordsworth 
nature became a prophet. he gave to it an impressiveness and an al-
most human personality which throbs and grows in his wri tings. 
He gained. little recognition in his own time; there was too 
little of the spectacular about his work to claim attention when 
Scott, Coleridge, and Byron were writing . It was necessary for the 
world, under the leadership of such interpreters as Matthew Arnold, 
to gro-vr to a comprehension of his meaning. He has a spiritual power 
for those who will truly listen. 
To Wordsworth's love of nature Sir Walter Scott added the great 
q~ality, in a larger measure , of affection for men. He always con-
trived to find the best side of friend or enemy; he knew hovv to for-
get injuries; his heart and his purse went out together to the poor; 
his dependents, --l1.is fa.rn.ily, his friends, even strangers--who always 
found the hospitable doors of Abbotsford open to them--returned his 
affection as if it were his unquestionable right. 
-# 
• 
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Scott's interest lay not so much in the intricacies of im-
possible things as in actual living--which is, when all is said and 
done, the most romantic thing in the world. He was a versatiJ:e 
man; besides his work as a lawyer, he attained excellence and renown 
as an antiquarian, a poet, an essayist, a historian, and a novelist. 
Above all things else Scott has written himself into the hearts of 
four generations as few other men have done. 
Southey lacked the supreme genius of his friends Coleridge and 
Wordsworth, yet he was one of the most afuairable and excellent of 
men. He bore the burdens of all connected with him. He was the 
friend of all who were in need; his resources and his sym.pathy were 
alike free to all suppliants, and his helping ha,nd never wanting to 
anyone whom he could aid. He worked early and late with a cheerful 
devotion which no man has surpassed, and, though not wiser than other 
men, was better than other men, both in purity of soul and noble use 
of his talents. Kindness and love were in his house and radiated 
from it. Southey was always busy, but never too busy to have a 
cheerful greeting for all who came, and that courtesy of ready at-
tention, even to the irrelevant, which is the genius of the heart. 
He was of an orthodox nature, notwithstanding his youthful 
fancies; but at the same time he had less reverence than the more 
truly poetical spirits and evidently felt no bond of allegiance to 
those who he,d gone before. His mind had the independence which was 
at once a fault and a virtue--a fault because it gave him over-con-
fidence in his own work, and made his ovvn taste his only real stan-
dard. By the fact that he preferred freedom for himself, he gave a 
certain assistance to the final strokes of the emancipators, but in-
advertently and without any real syrnpathy in their work. 
From the group of writers, if one were to select a typical 
Englishman of the nineteenth century, several reasons could be urged 
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for the choice of ]~tthew Arnold. He had the physical characteris-
tics, he loved the beaten cause, he loved the English Church, he 
was more than conservative in his admiration of the classics. 
Yet Arnold was the most persistent and effective critic of 
English life and English temperament. He did more to undermine the 
dogmas of his own church than those scientific opponents of relig_ion 
whose attitude he so deplored. Like the England of his de~ he was 
made up of two elements. One held fast to the traditions of his 
race and creed; the other welcomed whatever seemed good in the world 
of new and of foreign ideas. 
These men wrote, were opposed, and wrote again. Their unfo:I.d-
ing t a lent came with a slow recognition of their ability. They were 
aided by criticism and were not hesitant in accepting and benefiting 
by adverse comment. As Burke puts the thought, "Our antagonist is 
our helper. This amicable conflict with difficulty obliges us to an 
intiroB,te acquaintance with our object, and compels us to consider 
it in all its relations. It will not suffer us to be superficial." 
Their times of adversity and prosperity were inextricably 
interwoven. The earth knew them and the sky sheltered them. They 
sought inner pe~ce and found outward eonflict. They were students 
of their time, prophets of a new day. They sought and found--not 
rest but realization of life's full values. Many of their dreruns 
haye become realities, and the end is not yet. Out from the stages 
of discontent and discord a new world is evolving; and these men 
who dreamed the dreams of youth, who dwelt upon the visions of old 
age have had no small share in its birth. 
History no longer concerns itself merely with the biographies 
of a few men but with increasing emphasis the movements of man are 
the background of our growth. Each one of these poet-authors was 
surrounded by the atmosl)here which lends itself to creative produc-
tion. In a large portion of their work two powers mingled; that 
of the 1M.n, and that of the moment,--both were essentia l. Their 
work is composed of the elements of synthesis and exposition; of 
analysis end discovery combining poetic talent with philosophic 
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-~ ability. The spiritual quality is present as well as the power of 
discovering new ideas. 
• 
The study of men interested them. They were men v1ho lcnew 
men; students who knew their times; were scoffed at and scorned by 
their conservative contemporaries, but have been worshipped and 
followed by adherents in later generations. 1'heir work has out-
lived them. Indeed in a true sense they are not dead but live on 
in the social atmosphere of world events • 
-· 
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